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The Iowa 
HOME MAKERS EVERYWHERE SAY-
THE NEW NuSWEET 
COCONUT DESSERT IS TOPS 
There's Never Been a Dessert Like It! 
Taste Those Pi~ces of Real Coconut I 
Taste That Creaminess! 
Taste That Custardy Richness! 
TAKE A PACKAGE HOME FROM YOUR GROCER TODAY AND 
REMEMBER THE OTHER FOUR RICH. CREAMY NUSWEET FLAVORS: 
Chocolate. Vanilla, 
Butterscotch and Lemon 
CLINTON FOODS INC., CORN PROCESSING DIVISION 
CLINTON , IOWA 
Holly and Happiness 
Christmas is the time of mistletoe and holly, of 
happiness and good cheer. To many students it has 
come to mean just a vacation from late hours of 
studying and nothing more. 
Take time to think of the true meaning of 
Christmas and all of the little things that help 
build the holiday spirit. Cards from old friends, 
spicy odors from the kitchen, holly wreaths in 
windows, glad hellos and excited whispers about 
packages under the tree, all go into building this 
warm Christmas atmosphere. 
Christmas time is family time. Together you 
and your family outline the tree with glowing 
lights and fill in the empty spaces with sparkling 
balls and angel hair to reflect the glow of gaiety. 
Under the tree a scene is growing. A manger is 
fashioned and in it a miniature babe is piaced. 
Surrounding the manger are the mother, father 
and wise men with their gifts. This scene repre-
sents the first Christmas. 
From this first Christmas a spirit has grown. 
A spirit of charity, love and hope and of kindness 
and friendliness toward others. Let this spirit he 
the meaning of Christmas to you - a meaning to 
be kept with you throughout the entire year. MM 
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ON THE COVER-
ROYAL CRANBERRY PIE 
PREPARE-pastry recipe, following direc-
tions for lattice-topped pie. 
ROLL OUT- two-thirds of dough on floured 
board . 
FILL-with cranberry-raisin filling. 
ROLL OUT- remaining dough. Cut de-
signs from pastry with fancy cookie 
cutter. Arrange on top of pie. 
BAKE- in hot oven (425°F.) for 20 minutes. 
FILLING 
BLEND 
TOGETHER-2 T. flour 
2 c. sugar 
1,i t. salt 
% c. water 
HEAT - to boi ling 
ADD- 3 c. cranberries 
1 c. raisins 
2 t. grated lemon rind 
COOK- until cranberries start to pop, about 
10 m in. 
ADD-2 T. butter and cool before turning 
into pastry lined pan. 
Members of tbe Iowa Homemaker Publication Board: Barbara Allen, Floramae Gates, 
Louise Lippert, Ann Ludeman, Kenneth R . Marvin, Marjorie Miller, Dean P. Mabel Nelson, 
J>aulena Nickell, Ellen Pennell , Mary Kay Pitzer, Barbara Short, Lois Smith, joAnn Sorenson, 
janet Sutherland and Doris Cook . 
Published monthly during tbe school year by home economics students at Iowa State 
College, Ames, Iowa. $1.50 per year. Entered as second class matter at the City Post Office, 
Ames, Iowa, under tbe act of March 3, 1879. Apply for advertising rates. 
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Give your gifts that 
holiday look with these 
Gift Wrapping Specials 
by Patricia Keast 
Technical journalism Sophomore 
y ouR Christmas packages can have that "some-
th_ing special" look. Wrapping individuality is 
a quality that can be obtained without spending a 
l~t of money for elaborate materials or staying home 
mghts from Christmas activities. 
To dress up the box of Dad's traditional Christmas 
tie you might try decorating it as a regular t ie. Cut 
colored paper in the shape of a tie and fasten it to 
t~1e top of the box, wrapped in plain paper. The de-
sign of your tie may differ with stars, stickers or dec-
orated tape. 
A two-tone effect in both ribbons and paper is 
news this year. For plain paper, tie your package 
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with contrasting ribbons laid side by side. To add 
the final touch make a series of flat loops working 
back and forth; keeping each loop shorter and directly 
over the one below it. Keep center of loop flat and 
fasten with scotch tape. Pin flowers, berries or orna-
ments over the center. 
For the two tone effect in paper, use a colored 
sheet large enough to go around the box once and 
then scotch tape a contrasting colored sheet half this 
length to it. The overlap gives the second color. 
Cellophane straws can be used in many ways. A 
pompom can be made of straws bunched with ends 
(Continued on page IB) 
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by Margaret Schaeffer 
H. Ec. Education Sophomore 
CLIMB up on the split rail fence and look to the West. For that's 
where you'll see most of the inspiration for the casual footwear 
you'll be sporting this year. 
Campus shoes are "rough 'n ready" and so comfortable this 
year, according to Vicky. That- marvelous wide spoon bill toe is more 
popular than ever. Vicky says that it's actually patterned from a 
duck's. bill and so your toes have plenty of wiggle room, which they 
need on a campus like this. 
You'll find this shoe most often in the flat wedgie with "stirrup 
buckle and strap" across the instep. These stirrup shoes have become 
popular in suedes as well as caramel and palomino colored leathers. 
One spoon bill shoe sports a sheepskin lining and a perky winged 
high tongue and back. 
In suede sportsters you'll find the most popular numbers are 
made of new "rough glove" suede, and that they often have the kiltie, 
or shawl tongue. Soles anrl low platforms, which look like crepe, are 
actually of du Pont Neoprene - a water and heat resistant sub-
stance which is also nonskid, and immune to summer "g-umminess." 
Then, too, it's impervious to oils, stains and is flexible, light weight 
and wears and wears. 
These rough cut suedes come in subtle, muted shades of olive, 
red, navy and the newest "beaver," which is a soft dove colored gray-
brown - marvelous for hiding the dust, which is the bane of all 
suede fans. 
Speaking of colors, you' ll want to know that navy is a high color 
this winter and not just a carryover from spring. It's the first time 
navy has had such popularity during winter season. 
For a very novel addition to your bootery, you'll find ankle high 
shoes called "foot-bailers." These fleece lined short boots (to be worn 
without shoes) are catching on like wildfire in gay red or soft palo-
mino. They have a side buckle and are scooped along the top a la 
Wyoming style. Vicky's delighted with her pair for winter spectator 
sports. You'll see the ankle high influence, too, in the "Jester" shoes, 
with their ever-heightening "pixie backs" (which come to a point or 
are split into wings) and the high vamp front swinging up. 
Some of the styles stem from actual sports equipment, like the 
ski boot shoe with it's rawhide laces and the "hook and ladder" 
oxfords, which lace up just like your ice skates. 
And you're sure to have at least one pair of loafers 
or saddles, for according to the experts they are 
still tops on sales records for coeds. 
Featherweight and flighty (to all 
appearances) yet sturdy in con-
struction, the ballet slipper 
is the basis for almost 
all the casual flats 
(Continued 
page 22) 
What's 
Afoot? 
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Vidhyalaya 
Universidad 
Universitat 
by Peg Piaggi 
Technical journalism Senior 
T HESE unfamiliar words means "college" to grad-
uate students Gwen Mathews of India, Martina 
Cardenas of Paraguay, and Maria Osberghaus of Ger-
many. 
Gwen was graduated from Queen Mary's College, 
a girls' school in Madras, India. She is continuing her 
study of dietetics at Iowa State through a Rotary 
Foundation Fellowship. 
"In India," Gwen remarks, "college is in session 
only 6 months of the year." The other 6 months con-
sist of vacations and religious or national holidays. 
Grades in India are based entirely on the final 
examinations. Each subject is studied for 2 years. 
Therefore students take final tests only twice during 
their 4 years of college. 
"On Homecoming Day at Queen Mary's, a mad-
cap orchestra of tins, screechy old violins, and motor 
horns, parades the corridors at 2: 00 a.m. to wake 
everyone up for sea-bathing," said Gwen. The build-
ings are decorated, and a tea is given in the afternoon 
to honor alumnae. 
Freshmen Initiation 
Freshmen are subjected to a week of "ragging," 
when they "rag" or run errands for the seniors. Initia-
tion takes place on the final day. During this cere-
mony, the new students drink a toast of boot polish, 
lime juice, talcum powder, blanco (white shoe polish) , 
and onions. Then they grip a bloodsucker in their 
hands as they swear loyalty to their dormitory. 
Martina remarked, "At Iowa State the teachers are 
more friendly, but the students are more serious than 
in Paraguay." She explained that Paraguayan students 
are always laughing and joking, whether in or out of 
class. -,' i 
Martina was graduated from the Teacher School 
and the Physical Education School at the university 
in Asuncion, Paraguay. Her year of study at Iowa 
State is sponsored by the Iowa Federation of Women's 
Clubs and the Institute of International Education. 
In Martina's country, the only graded examination 
is the final, which is given at the end of 1 year's study. 
University students live either in private homes or 
in boarding houses off campus. Martina said that 
there are no rules to worry about, but the students 
must study as much as Iowa Staters do .. 
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Paraguayan students of the University in Asuncion celebrate 
the date of their city's founding, August 15, 1537. 
Home economics 1s taught only in private girls' 
schools. Most of these schools are located in the 
corner of a business building. The staffs, consisting of 
two to five instructors, teach cooking, drawing, sew-
ing, handwork, and knitting. 
The most important event of the university year 
is a 2-week-long celebration called Tournament Week. 
Festivities begin with a torch ceremony. Men carrying 
torches run through the streets of the city to the 
stadium, where a formal program is presented. Dur-
ing the holiday the various schools of the university 
compete in intramural sports, including football. 
Politics in Paraguay 
In Paraguay, young people are avidly interested in 
politics. "That is our favorite occupation," laughed 
Martina. .J§I~ 
Maria Osberghaus attended the university in 
Munich, Germany, and majored in agricultural edu-
cation. Before attending the university, Maria studied 
home economics in a special school. Maria's study of 
extension service and 4-H club work at Iowa State 
is sponsored by the German Office of Food and Agri-
culture, and the United States State Department. 
Classes consume more time at German universities, 
Maria said, but attendance is not required. Maria 
remarked that students may skip classes for a week 
or two in the winter, to ski in the mountains. 
Diplomas are awarded to anyone who can pass 
the final examinations. However, Maria pointed out 
that 50 per cent of the students fail because these tests 
are so difficult. 
Maria said that there used to be a great social 
distance between German students and their teachers. 
But the trend now is toward more informality. Dur-
ing classes, students shuffle and stamp their feet when 
they disagree with what the instructor is saying. 
Activities and social life at the university in 
Munich center in the men's unions, which were 
established between 1600-1700 A. D. "Before the war 
it was an old custom for the boys to fight in their 
unions," Maria said. "But after the war it was for-
bidden." Now the unions have weekly meetings and~ 
sponsor sports events, parties and dances. .':~:: 
Every year each union has a homecoming day, when 
they entertain alumni for dinner. But there are no 
exhibitions or decorations. At union parties students 
dance, talk and drink beer. Popular dance music 
includes tangos, fox trots, English waltzes and, since 
the war - the samba and swing. 
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Rhythm 
Balance 
Emotion 
Movement ':ol 
Dance Club • tn 
M em be r s complete 
dance studies expressing 
grace of m o v e m e n t, 
emotion and b a I a n c e. 
These studies are the re· 
suit of careful planning 
and much revising in 
front of full-length mir· 
rors in the dance studio. 
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Action 
by Patricia Binde1' 
Technical j ournalism junior 
SCINTILLATING rhythm of "Manhat-
tan Towers" drifts across the empty 
stage. Suddenly there is a burst of loud, 
bouncy music, and the stage is alive with 
bustling people in red and green costumes. 
A street sweeper, in a dazzling white uni-
form, saunters jovially across the stage, 
and a policeman waves and whistles frantic-
ally at the noonday shoppers. The scene 
is typical of a busy thoroughfare in New 
York. 
BARJCHE 
This is Dance Club rehearsing the traffic 
scene from the musical score of "Manhattan 
Towers," which they interpreted for their 
annual show last year. The fast-moving 
musical drama ranged from the gay tempo 
of the street scene to a soft-lighted, swirl-
ing-costumed love scene. 
The varied tempo of "Manhattan 
Towers" enabled Dance ·Club to exhibit 
their dancing talent. The show, entitled 
"Barjche," also consisted of dance studies 
worked out completely by members. Rhyth-
mic rhumbas and graceful waltzes were 
some of the studies shown. 
VEISHEA 
Dance Club also participates in Veishea 
productions, and in musical plays where 
interpretive dancing is needed. Most of 
the studies are worked out by the members, 
who also design their own costumes for 
productions. 
You try out for the club by dancing 
before other club members. Once in the 
club, members practice twice a week for 
such productions as plays, television appear-
DECEMBER, 1950 
Dance revues are not all form and grace as Mary Margaret War-
field (left) and Dona Smoak demonstrate abo\'e. Their animated ,iposes 
were part of a comedy act staged for a Farm and Home Week program 
on campus last February. Comedy such as this often requires more 
practice and acting abilities than straight form dancing. Ability to 
express emotions of all kinds as shown on these two pages is one of 
the qualifications for Dance Club membersh~p. Each Tuesday and 
Thursday night Dance Club members work out their dance movements. 
Each study must be perfectly timed and must look well from any angle. 
ances, Farm and Home Week, and their most important job, 
the annual show, "Barjche." 
Miss Betty Toman, of the Department of Physical Educa-
tion, is faculty adviser for the club. She aids them with their 
choreography, (dance studies), and plays an important role 
in organizing club productions. 
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Homemaking Forecast: 
Plastic, Plastic Everywhere 
by Marjorie Miller 
Experimental Cookery junior 
Y OUR dream home may be a house of plastic. 
Think of it, you'll step into your plastic house, 
find yourself in a room furnished with intriguing 
plastic chairs and decorated with delightful plastic-
treated wallpaper and draperies. 
This future plastic house of yours is extremely 
lightweight - only 21!2 pounds per square foot. The 
walls are plywood held together by synthetic resins 
and adhesives. Because of its strength and stiffness it 
can be hinged together, folded, loaded on a truck, 
unloaded and erected with the aid of four small poles. 
Reinforced plastics make attractive materials for 
interior and exterior semi-structural uses. Some of 
these materials will be transluceQt while others will be 
filled or dyed. Whenever you need a little extra light 
you'll find tinted or colorless translucent material for 
roofs or wall. Light colored and inexpensive plastic 
glues are used in assembling arches and doors of the 
new plastic house. There will be no worry about your 
plastic screens corroding or staining. Silicon plastic 
is used to set in windows and assure water repellent 
masonry. 
You can forget the suspicion that plastic items will 
wear down under normal wear and tear. Manufac-
turers are concentrating on giving the same quality 
to consumers as they have been giving industries. This 
will mean more and better plastics for your dream 
home - and at a lower price. 
Melamine Protects Table.r 
Take a look at the furniture you'll find in that 
house of the future. There will be a plastic table with 
a top which cannot be burned by a carelessly placed 
cigarette or otherwise stained. The transparent mela-
mine face over decorative wood veneer is one of the 
hardest and most scratch-resistant plastics. A thin 
sheet of aluminum that conducts the heat of a burn-
ing cigarette away from the veneer is placed under-
neath the decorative sheet. · 
You'll see plastic chairs and stools, that have been 
guaranteed for 60 years in your new home. One of 
these chairs, designed by Egmont Arens, is the "Con-
tour Chair" molded all in one. You might also have 
an Eames chair covered in mottled calfskin on a layer 
of restfoam latex. 
When choosing plastic material for upholstering 
your sofa and chairs you'll find an endless variety both 
practical and pretty. Fabrilite, a smooth and sturdy 
leather-like upholstery is used for arm chairs or 
dinette chairs. Terrace furniture will be covered with 
Boltaftex, a smooth plastic upholstery. Lumite fabric, 
woven from Saran yarn, makes a fabric of pleasing 
texture for cool upholstery. Plastic-coated chintz de-
8 
signed by James Amster gains durability from the 
addition of plastic surfacing. 
Plasticized Pandanus Cloth with a rough texture 
covers cabinet doors and contrasts beautifully with 
polished wood. Pandanus is a natural colored grass 
cloth with outstanding decorative values. 
Floor coverings will have to take hardest wear. 
Durable plastics are on hand to serve you. You'll 
be able to purchase tiles for creating fascinating 
mosaic-like designs, or in sheets so that you can cut 
your own borders and feature strips. Look for wood 
grained and carpet motifs that are impregnated into 
plastics by a photographic process. 
Waterproof Wall Fabrics 
You'll discover that scrubbings won't hurt the 
plasticized wall coverings and coated fabrics. Besides 
resisting water and the cracking of plaster walls un-
derneath them these wall coverings are found in de-
signs that will add interest to any room. 
Lamps, knick knacks and doorknobs are also made 
of plastic. Drawer handles of translucent plastic in-
laid with gold and silver leaves in a modern motif are 
designed by Zahar Schatz. Modern design and ma-
terials are joined in new lamp shades of reinforced 
plastic. Interesting patterns of reinforcement _and 
colors are seen in new bullet-shape shades of fiber 
glass and polyester resin. 
Unique plastic knick knacks will be fun to make 
and will add an extra spark of personality to your 
home. This new medium is plastic enough when 
heated to be cut and molded into a variety of figures. 
Three dimensional designs with a velvety appearance 
are made by internal carving done in plastic. The 
interior is dyed and filled with plaster. After shrink-
ing the plaster acquires a smooth velvety texture. 
Notice the kitchen in this new plastic house. You'll 
see molded counter tops which can be joined together 
without sharp cracks and corners. Vinyl plastics for 
counter tops and floors can be ·found in a bright array 
of colors to suit each individual's taste. 
The refrigerator in your sparkling new kitchen 
might be made of 68 parts 11sing 24 pounds of plastic. 
Since an all-time high is being reached in the use of 
plastics by appliance makers you'll have many pieces 
of plastic kitchen equipment. Manufacturers claim 
that the endurance of plastic equipment helps make 
the sale and keep it sold. 
Plastic will take over every detail in your modern 
home. Even the bottles in the medicine cabinet will 
be made of plastic. Plaxpak bottles can be molded 
into almost any shape and colored. They are squeez-
able and can be used for liquid sprays and creams. 
THE IowA HoMEMAKER 
Finish That Seam 
- But fi rst be sure the finish is 
the proper one for you r 
material. Here are the recent 
findings of two textiles and 
clothing graduate students. 
by Barbara Short 
Technical Journalism Junior 
W HEN your mother was a little girl, often seam-
stresses stayed in the house for a week to outfit 
the family each year. Then the inside of a dress was 
just as finished as the outside. Those seamstresses took 
pains to finish each seam so that they could be sure it 
wouldn't ravel. Recent graduate research at Iowa 
State has taken guesswork out of seam finishing. Find-
ings will mean no more unnecessary sewing or hope-
lessly raveled seams for the modern dressmaker. 
Helen Marian Thomson Hiltbold and Eddye Ruth 
McCarty performed tests to find out just what kinds 
of seam finishes one should use on various grain 
seams in different fabrics. Both women were textile 
and clothing graduate students, and were doing their 
research for M.S. theses. Mrs. Hiltbold tested cotton, 
linen and nylon fabrics, and Miss McCarty worked 
with rayon. 
If you're sewing a garment now or plan to do so, 
keep your fabric in mind as you read, and make 
mental notes of seam finishes you can use most success-
fully. For along with the new unit method of sewing 
come facts about seam finishing to change sewing 
methods. 
Pinked Edges 
Most students use pinked edges for cotton fabrics, 
Mrs. Hiltbold discovered from a survey both women 
conducted in clothing construction classes. Miss Mc-
Carty found that the pinked edge finish ranked sec-
ond for rayon fabrics, and that most rayon seam edges 
were finished by overcasting. Contrary to popular be-
lief, research revealed that in most fabrics tested, 
pinked seams ravel more than any other. 
Straight grain seams raveled least in a majority of 
seams in her fabric group. She reports that garment 
bias ravels more than true or straight grain. From 
these facts, you can see that different grain seams in 
a garment need different finishes. 
As to seam finishes for cotton, nylon and linen, the 
turned and stitched edge did not ravel at all. Mrs. 
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Hiltbold points out that the ridge produced when 
the edge is turned shows on certain fabrics. 
An overcast seam finish ranked second except when 
used on lightweight loosely woven fabrics. Here they 
caught and pulled during washing and caused seams 
to pucker. Mrs. Hiltbold recommends enclosed seams 
for voile, batiste, dimity, lawn, organdy, and dotted 
swiss since they · take less time, look neater and pre-
vent ravel. Pinked and lapped, and raw edges double 
stitched both ravel more than raw edges in most cases. 
Turned and Stitched Edges 
Turned and stitched edges showed no raveling, 
but Miss McCarty also spoke of the possibility of a 
ridge showing on the right side of the material. Over-
cast seams were second best, and proved satisfactory 
on all grains, although true bias raveled the most. 
However, overcasting in bemberg sheer caught and 
pulled during agitation of washing. 
Lapped and pinked seams were also satisfactory, 
and there was little change between ravel in the 
three grains. Cut edge double stitched finished seams 
were all right on straight grain edges of rayon fabrics. 
These seams raveled beyond the safety point on gar-
ment bias and true grain. 
All seam finishes, even pinked edges, did not 
change enough to matter in most cases when rayon 
was dry cleaned. Exceptions are garment bias seam 
edges for crepe back satin and alpaca. Unfinished, 
pinked and cut double stitched edges do not give 
enough protection. Turned and stitched edges are 
best for these fabrics. Rayon print, shantung, crease 
resistant suiting, tropical suiting and satin ravel least 
when dry cleaned. 
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This pert little miss is an unusual and inexpensive Christmas 
gift that can be made with cellophane, a brandy glass and a 
little ingenuity. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED: 
Brandy glass filled with mints as we show, or other candies 
or cookies; clear cellophane, amber cellophane, red cellophane 
ribbon, scotch tape (clear, red and blue), small paper doily, 
and holly or pine spray. 
HERE'S HOW YOU DO IT: 
FOR FACE: Cut clear cellophane as long as circumference of 
glass with overlap, and ·\vide enough to gather in at stem and 
to fold over the top. Secure cellophane at stem with tight band 
o[ red scotch tape. Stick cellophane down flat with clear scotch 
tape. Cut mouth, nose, and cheeks from red scotch tape, eyes 
[rom blue. Adhesive tape colored with crayons could be used. 
FOR HAIR: Cut amber cellophane 1% times the circum· 
ference of glass and twice the depth of glass and stem. Make 
the curl by first crinkling the cellophane up in a ball, then 
spread out loosely. Roll one edge very loosely around a long 
pencil, then slip pencil out. Place the cellophane hair around 
the glass with curl about ear level and secure it with a long 
piece of scotch tape just above the curl, making the curl fit 
close to the glass. For forehead curl, bring other end of 
crinkled cellophane over candy toward face, trim edge evenly 
and roll it loosely over pencil, securing in position with scotch 
tap. Make slip in lace doily, place ribbon through slit and 
tie in place around head with bow. 
For the final festive touch add spray of holly or pine with 
ribbon bow at stem of glass. 
Child Development 
Adding a special holiday touch for the youngster is 
a four-foot Santa Claus. The plump, figure is a copy in 
vinylite of the well-known gentleman. A stand comes 
with him. When the holiday season is over, just de-
flate the figure and save it until next year. 
+ 
A jJlay table, blackboard and eating table, all in one 
plus a chair attached, is a combination for the 3-year-
old and under child. The top of the combination is 
reversible for longer wear. The light frame makes 
moving easy. 
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What's 
Lollipop sticks are now being made of plastic which 
makes them flexible, easily disposable and less dan· 
gerous. 
+ 
No more need to keep a calendar of your refriger-
ator defrosting days. An automatic defroster and 
kitchen clock daily removes frost before it becomes 
ice, thus saving electricity, food and time. 
Foods and Nutrition 
Interesting to chicken lovers will be the two new 
flavor combinations obtained by breeding of chickens. 
One is the pheasant chicken which is l j l6 pheasant 
and has a gamey flavor. The other is a cross between 
a Maylay game cock and a Rock Cornish domestic 
hen, developed to substitute for guinea hen. 
+ 
Fmzen tomato ]Utce concentrate will soon be avail· 
able. This product retains the fresh tomato juice 
flavor and also has a standarized vitamin C content. 
Enough has been added so every 4 ounce serving pro· 
vides a minimum adult daily requirement. The juice 
+ 
A self-heating can allows soup and other liquid 
foods to be heated while still in the can for quick, con-
venient use. The can has a center tube containing 
a heater compound from which the food is carefully 
protected. As the heater compound burns, the liquid 
food is heated. Just remove the center cap, light the 
wick and wait five minutes. Open the can and you 
have hot soup ready to eat. 
+ 
Foods irt collapsible tubes come from Holland, 
Switzerland and Great Britain. Icing sugar comes with 
its own set of three white plastic applicators which 
may be attached to the nozzle when the cap is re-
moved. Other food products available in tubes for 
immediate use include mustard, mayonnaise and 
sweetened-condensed milk. 
+ 
Several cities are replacing transparent milk bottles 
with light brown ones. Milk is an important source 
of riboflavin which is easily destroyed by light, so the 
new bottles will help preserve this essential vitamin. 
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New in 
Home Management 
Thrifty homemakers will appreciate a new draw-
string bag which makes it possible to use small scraps 
of soap down to the last sliver. The durable little net 
bag is made from twisted paper cord rubberized with 
neoprene. Handy for dishwashing, hard laundering 
or bathing, the bag softens so you can make a lather 
by rubbing it between your hands. 
A good space saver is a cup and saucer rack for 
storing dishes. The rack is made of durable wire and 
helps reduce breakage and chipping. Also saves time 
and steps in setting the table. 
+ 
New high-speed rugmaker cuts as it tufts and 
"walks" itself along in the direction the point foot 
is going. For those of you who like to make rugs, it 
is said to go ten times faster than other methods of 
home rugmaking. 
+ 
Slats of venetian blinds may hang more evenly now 
with the use of a new rayon-cotton tape. Through 
tests and use, the tapes show less stretch and less 
shrinkage, increasing lengthwise stability necessary for 
evenly hung blinds. 
New on the market are a group of historical wall-
papers made to match a line of vat-dyed chintz both 
in pattern and color. The wallpaper is based on an 
authentic collection of 17th and 18th century wall-
papers some of which were brought to this country 
from London and others hand-painted in colonial 
America. Each of the wallpaper group carrys a story 
of early America. 
Household Equipment 
A waffle iron with grids treated to keep waffles 
from sticking will be a help to the busy homemaker. 
The waffle iron also has an automatic pilot light 
which tells you when the waffle is ready to serve. 
+ 
SjJace saver - a feature of your new dinette set. The 
hinged seat on one bench discloses a pop-up ironing 
board which has a padded one-piece board and a non-
skid rack to hold the iron. The other bench contains 
a concealed storage chest for linens. 
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Designed for turning eggs, French toast, fish and 
other fried foods, a new non-splash spatula is 14 
inches long and has two stainless steel blades. Jaw-
like action holds the food while turning. Pressure 
on a thumb plate lifts the top blade and when the 
lower blade is slid under the food, pressure is re-
leased and the food is held securely. 
A two-quart brown ceramzc bean pot is separate 
from its heating unit so it can be completely im-
mersed in water for cleaning. Chrome-plated steel, the 
95-watt base provides slow cooking for stews, soups, 
baked beans, dried fruits and cereals. It is handy 
~or keeping rolls, biscuits and toast hot during serv-
mg. 
A new automatic can opener is a time saver for 
busy cooks. Electrically operated, it is designed to 
open any type of can. Just touch a control knob 
which locks in the can and the operation begins. 
The can stays put until you flip the knob back, 
releasing the can and shutting off the motor at the 
same time. 
Textiles and Clothing 
Iron on cloth knee patches. These sanforized 
patches come in pairs in brown, taupe, maroon, blue, 
dark green and black cotton twill to harmonize with 
children's overalls, slacks and dungarees. They're 
easy to apply. Place the patch shiny side down and 
iron slowly and firmly with a 400 degree iron. 
+ 
Nubby weave and rough texture highlight the new 
washable antique satin. This spun rayon and cotton 
fabric comes in a wide range of solid colors. Appro· 
priate for slip covers, draperies, bedspreads and up-
holstery, the fabric drapes well and is easy to tailor. 
It compares favorably in appearance with all silk 
fabrics. Washable antique satin has good wearing 
qualities yet is in a moderate price range. 
+ 
You'll find bedroom slippers of even the palest 
pastel shades practical now. The first nylon-faced 
satin hand-washable scuffs have been introduced. 
Soiled slippers regain their fresh, new look if they 
are washed with a soft soapy cloth, rinsed in clear 
water and dried away from heat. Leather soles are 
attached with a special cement and are not affected 
by even repeated washing. 
+ 
Carpets, and fabrics for slipcovers and draperies 
styled to blend together are new on the market. 
They've been harmonized according to color and pat-
tern, scale and design, to coordinate room ensembles 
for either modern or traditional interiors. These 
have been priced to meet the average budget. 
+ 
A remedy for shoelaces which always come untied, 
has been found. Now you can buy elastic shoelaces 
that adjust to your feet. They permit shoes to be 
slipped on and off without retying. 
II 
handsewn 
~~eity 
squares~~ 
Brand new! Square stitched! Square soled! 
Old Mtifne Trotters, the moccasins always 
in the know, in the lead-again make 
history with a brand new angle in 
handsewn shoes. Roomy, 
boxy, city-smart square 
toes for under a desk 
at 9 a.m. or under 
a tree on a week-
end. Have yours 
brown 
antiqued 
leather. 
$9.95 
:lJe 0/rclf 15 
BOOT SHOP 
726 Walnut Des Moines 
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W HEN Christmas comes to Iowa State, cooks at 
the houses and dormitories on the campus will 
be preparing some special dishes appropriate to the 
holiday season. 
Men at the Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity 
house will be eating special cookies which their 
cook, Mrs. Maidie Howard, calls "Indians." "They're 
more like candy than cookies. My ATO's love them 
with ice cream," she says affectionately. 
Indians 
BEAT TOGETHER . ... .. 2 eggs 
1 c. sugar 
MELT TOGETHER 2 squares chocolate 
AND ADD .... . . .. . . . . . . . Y2 c. butter 
ADD ........ .. . _ . _ ..... . _ 1 t. vanilla 
1;'2 c. flour 
l c. English walnuts, coarse! y 
chopped 
SPREAD _ ... __ . _. _ ...... _about 1 inch th ick in pans 
BAKE _ . .... .. __ ... . . ..... 15 to 20 minutes a t 350°F. 
CUT .. . . . ... __ . . ...... .. . in to squares before cooling. 
Gamma Phi Beta social sorority women feast on a 
dinner of roast turkey with dressing, whipped sweet 
potatoes served in orange cups and topped with marsh-
mallows, buttered peas, cranberry sauce, Christmas 
salad and hot mince pie. Mrs. Florence Waller, Gamma 
Phi cook for 4 years, uses this recipe for her Christmas 
salad. 
Christmas Salad 
DISSOLVE .. ....... .. .. .. 1 package lime jeiio in 
llf2 c. hot water 
ADD . . . . . ..... _ Y2 c. syrup from spiced grapes 
CHILL ..... . __ . _ ...... _until it begins to set. 
ADD .......... _ .......... I No. 1 can drained spiced grapes 
1 3-oz. bottle stuffed olives 
DOT WITH ... _ .......... 1 3-oz. package cream cheese 
CHILL . . _ .... _ ....... . . . . in oiled molds until firm. 
UN MOLD .... _ ...... . . ... on lettuce leaf 
TOP WITH .. .. ...... .. .. mixture of 
Y2 c. mayonnaise 
Y2 c. cream, whipped 
1 3-oz. package cream cheese 
Mrs. Waller likes to add a festive touch with a gar-
nish of marashino cherry or pimiento strip. 
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Cooks' by Ruth Ann Behnke Technical journalism Senior 
Christmas Favorites 
During her 10 years as cook at the Delta Sigma Phi 
social sorority house, finds that her frozen fruit 
often prepared a steamed pudding dessert during the 
holiday season. · 
Caramel Dip 
COMBINE ................ Y2 c. sugar 
2 Tb. cornsta rch 
4 Tb. butter 
I \13 c. water 
Steamed Pudding 
POUR ... . . . ............. mixture over pudding 
TOP WITH . . . . .. ... . .... square of hard sau ce. 
MIX ... . .. ... . . . .. .. ...... l c. bread crumbs 
l c. boiling water 
Y2 c. sugar 
ADD . ................ .... l beaten egg 
l Tb. butter 
Y2 c. molasses 
l t . soda 
l c. raisins 
l t. cinnamon 
l c. flour 
PLACE . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .... . in loaf pans 
STEAM . ... . ..... ....... . for 2 hours. 
Mrs. Edenburn likes to serve the pudding with 
Enchantment for your 
Brightest Hours 
A bit of magic, a touch of inspira-
tion, a dash of sheer beauty . . . i . 
all adds up to enchantment-th ~ 
kind of enchantment found in 
gowns from Schaffers. Choose from 
a wide selection of new and lo -vd :r 
gowns for bridal or formal we· r , 
fashioned expressly to set yo "J r 
stage for the beauty of whi:::1 
you've c.lways dreamed. 
W edd ing Gowns from 29.95 
FormaLs from 16.75 
304 sth St. 8-0356 
Lodge and Dinner Gowns from 19.75 
also Bridesmaids & FLowergirl 
Dresses 
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Des Moines 
Write or Phone for Our New 
Catalogue 
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DIRILYTE 
Drama, distinction, durability-you get all 
three when you set your table with glorious 
Dirilyte flatware! Dirilyte is a fine metal 
alloy, the color of gold-it lights up your 
table as sunshine lights up flowers. It makes 
possible wonderful color schemes-gold and 
blue, gold and green, gold and pale-rose! It's 
solid, not plated-nothing to wear off! We 
have Dirilyte flatware-at an amazingly 
moderate price! Come see! 
26-pc. Service for 6 ... $69.95 
6 dinner knives 
6 dinner forks 
6 teaspoons 
6 cream soup spoons 
1 butter knife 
1 sugar spoon 
Services for 8 and 12 also available 
Ray Jewelers 
Only Authorized Dealer in Ames 
220 Main St. Phone 230-W 
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by Jane Novak 
Experimental Cookery Sophorn01·e 
W ITH icicles hanging from your window, Chriot-
mas trees and Mom's extra fancy cooking, 
December is a month to remember. Hearing from old 
fri ends, especially those we don't see very often, makes 
the holiday season even richer. Because it 's Christmas 
again , we thought you might like to hear from some 
of our alums. 
"Let's have more majors in dietetics," writes Sharon 
Hieronymus, '49, from Detroit. She is doing dietetics 
work at Henry Ford Hospital. A dietetics major, 
Sharon recommends the hospital as "a swell place to 
intern." 
Marilyn Westcott, '50, is an applied art instructor 
at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala. 
Although A.P.I. is almost the size of Iowa State, the 
School of Home Economics is small. Twenty instructors 
work in the Applied Art Department. Marilyn com-
mented, " I attended the American Home Economics 
Association conference in Boston in July. Urge stu-
dents to attend meeting in Cleveland next year. An 
effective job information center is run in conjunction 
with the conference. Throul!h it, I had 6 interviews, 
3 firm offers and nearly 14 job leads. I found positions 
to be plentiful." s~ 
Ruth E. Mathews, '48, experimental cookery major, 
writes, "Being a home service advisor for a utility com-
pany in Kearney, Neb., has been a most fascinating 
and challenging experience. Our office was a brand 
new building when I arrived last year. My first task 
was to equip the new test kitchen and to launch my 
department in a territory of 70 towns with a branch 
of the company that had never had a home economist. 
"My most important work is to call on purchasers 
of new electric appliances both for my company and 
other dealers. Requests for demonstrations and lec-
tures are likely to include topics anywhere from the 
laundry to food preparation for children. The major-
ity of demonstrations pertain to electric cookery. 
Groups talked to include high school and college 
home economics classes, various women's clubs and 
appliance shows. I do some demonstrating on the 
sales floor. Then, there are always new appliances 
and recipes to be tested. Public relations work, ans-
wering telephone requests and cooperating with the 
county demonstration agent helps to complete a varied 
schedule. 
"Workinl! in a small town has made it possible to 
participate in many community organizations - the 
local branch of the American Home Economics As-
sociation, the American Association of University Wo-
men, Business and Professional Women's Club, Kear-
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ney Junior \1\Tomen's Club and to sponsor the college 
fellowship in my church. 
"My career as a professional home economist will 
end next February providing Uncle Sam hasn't other 
plans for us. But, I do feel that home service work 
is a wonderful stepping stone for either the pro-
fessional or practicing home economist." 
Lt. Josephine C. King, '50, dietetics, is in the army 
now! During this past summer she wa~ commissioned 
a 2nd lieutenant, WMSC. At Medical Field Service 
School, Ft. Sam Houston, Texas, her basic training 
course covered 8 weeks. Josephine began her intern-
ship August 2 at Brooke General Hospital, Ft. Sam 
Houston. 
"As I am the daughter of a colonel and came from 
a long line of army people, this is the completion of 
a life-long ambition to be in the service." 
"~ Ruth M. Shean M enary, '49, now of Rochelle, Ill., 
writes, "I was married on May 6, 1950 to Thomas 0. 
Menary, also a 1949 Iowa State graduate. I worked 
until the last of April for Newman's Department 
Store in Cedar Rapids. I was the artist in the adver-
tising department and did all the art work, mostly 
fashion illustration, that appeared in the store's news-
paper advertising. 
"There were four others working in the adver-
tising department under the direction of Mrs. Mild-
red Staab. Right now, I am a homemaker and having 
a wonderful time decorating our apartment accord-
ing to applied art standards." 
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A Good Place 
Des Moines 
During your Christmas Shopping Trips is 
the-
PALMS CAFETERIA 
INSTANT SELECTION 
NO WAITING 
IN SHOPPING AREA 
HOURS 
11:00 - 2:00 
4:30- 7:30 
Palms Cafeteria - 616 Locust - Des Moines 
"In Strand Theater Building" 
NEWEST TREND IN 
WINTER FOOTWEAR 
I on// 
WINTER WALKERS 
• One eyelet action-free tie for every 
cold weather need. 
• Fully lined in soft luxuriant lambs 
wool. 
• Springy crepe wedgie and sole. 
• Mellow leathers in brown, gray, 
green and camel. 
Sizes 5-10. 
EXCLUSIVE 
AT 
$8.95 
.(:'1001' wa-D a 
15 
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Here's Your 
Phi Beta Kappa Key 
to a 
'best-cook-on-the-campus' rating! 
It's the 
NEW EDITION 
of the 
BETTER HOMES 
f5' GARDENS 
COOK BOOK 
ALWAYS a best-seller, the new edition 
adds: more suggestions on frozen foods 
and freezing; complete pressure pan 
cooking information; more step-by-step 
picture pages; more timesaving 
kitchen shortcuts. 
It's still just $275 
at all book stores. 
IDEAS 
by Carol Dee Legg 
Home Economics Sophomore 
e For Christmas Gifts To Make 
What roommate couldn't use another pair of 
scuffs by Christmas time? This gift can be made 
quickly, claims Audrey Shaw) H. Ec. So.) if you have 
. a discarded white quilted mattress pad. Pick a spot 
where the pad is still thick to cut the soles of the 
scuffs. Make a pear-shaped pattern slightly longer 
than shoe length. Cut a sole of the pad and another 
of leatherette. A piece to cover the toe will be U-
shaped and straight across at the instep edge. Finish 
the edges with bias tape, sewing the pieces together 
at the toe and the leatherette sole on the bottom of 
Look Loveliest in 
the Dress YOU Make 
choose from 
velveteens 
moire 
satins 
nets 
taffetas 
We have all your 
Sewing needs 
STEPHENSONS FAMOUS FOR FABRICS 
Conveniently Located Opposite Campus 
2424 Lincoln Way Phone 2787 -J 
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the scuff. Scrawl her pet phrase across the toe with 
crayon ironed in or with textile paint. 
Betty Stevenson, H. Ec. Jr., remembers how she 
once made cork coasters for a present. On a sheet of 
cork, she traced 3 inch circles for tumblers and a 
6 · inch circle for a pitcher. Interesting geometric or 
free·hand shapes can be made. A single-edged razor 
cuts a smooth edge. A simple design in watercolor, 
when dry, was given three coats of shellac. 
I : I 
Helen Remmers, H. Ec. Sr., suggests making twin 
apron presents for young married friends. Aprons of 
white duck can be worn for barbecuing, or for usual 
kitchen cooperation they can be made from bleached 
sugar sacks. To tell them apart, a daisy with a girl's 
face can be embroidered on hers, a little-boy daisy on 
his. Or you could embroider Elsie, the cow, on hers; 
on his, Elmer. 
e For Christmas Decorations 
New glitter on the tree Alice Irvine, H . Ec. Fr., 
helps trim this year will mean pre-Christmas fun, too. 
She is making icicles of the metal strips from coffee 
or meat can lids, removed to open the can. Her family 
saves them for her during the year and Alice straight-
ens them out, then twists them, spiral fashion. To 
hang them from the tree, a small hole must be made 
at one end with a nail. Narrow gift ribbon may be 
slipped through and tied over the branch. 
Alice touched the edges of each icicle with glue, 
then shook it up in a large covered jar partially filled 
with "sparkle dust." 
Barbara Fleming, H. Ec. Fr. , began her tree decora-
tions at the Thanksgiving dinner table. She collected 
wishbones, wrapped them in strips of aluminum foil, 
used to wrap frozen foods, and is going to hang them 
on the tree. 
Little room in which to decorate made no difference 
in Lynn Schwager's, H. Ec. So., dormitory room last 
Christmas. The molding on one wall was laden with 
evergreen boughs attached by molding clamps. Bells 
made of plastic foam hung from the boughs. At a 
"Farewell-for-Christmas vacation" party, days later, 
the bells were taken down .and give!]. for favors. 
Put your most attractive Christmas cards to decorative use. 
Frame them with old picture frames and hang them in your 
room. You'll find they'll add an extra note of festivity to the 
holiday season. 
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FIELD'S 
J3eaub; Slwp 
240 B Main Phone 1069 
Shop for Christmas and 
Final Week in One Trip 
Stuffed Animals 
Decorated Candy Boxes 
Assorted Nuts 
Taffy Apples 
YOUR TREAT SHOP 
2526 Lincoln Way 
FOR ONE-STOP 
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING 
GIVE 
We have all the old Christmas favorites in 
stock plus many new records. We sell 
popular, semi-classical and classical single 
records and albums to please every music 
lover. 
Single Records 
Albums 
$ .25 up 
2.72 up 
ESCHBACH 
MUSIC HOUSE 
302 Main Phone 474 
17 
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Welcome 
TO THE 
Overland Cafe 
424 Main 24 Hour Service 
Phone 3450 T. L . Farthing, Mgr. 
THE BEST WAY TO SAY 
lite,.,.~ CA,.iJ tpt~JJ I 
GIVE A BOOK! 
Choose From 
Our Wide Selection: 
• CHILDREN'S 
• TEEN AGE 
• NEW FICTION 
2424 Lincoln Way 
• ATLAS'S 
• CARTOONS 
• COOK BOOKS 
Phone 164 
Gift Wrapping 
(Continued from jJage 3) 
even and wound tightly at the center with wire. The 
straw ends may be dipped in white tempera paint for 
a unique look. Different lengths of cellophane straws 
may be arranged with a gold piece of scotch tape 
across to resemble a pipe organ. 
Aluminum foil answers the bottle problem since 
it is so crushable and molds easily to the shape of 
the bottle. You can tie a big red bow at the neck of a 
package wrapped this way. Another solution is to 
roll the bottle in corrugated paper to form a cylinder, 
stuff tissue around the neck and wrap in paper. If 
you use plain white paper, wind reel ribbon spirally 
around the cylinder, top with a red Christmas ball, 
and you'll have a miniature barber pole. You might 
cover the ribbon-wound cylinder with clear cello-
phane and have a giant cane, too. 
For those odd-shaped presents that can't hide their 
identity even when they're wrapped, plan a disguise. 
Use any round box, large or small, and wrap it to 
look like a merry-go-round. A hat box or even a small 
ice cream container are possibilities. '1\Trap silver 
paper smoothly around the cylindrical part of the box, 
leaving the extra length at the top. Crush the paper 
together at the top, tie and then smooth the end 
back over the top so the reverse side of the paper 
shows. Fringe the edges that hang down over the 
box. Blue poles with small cut-out animals complete 
the merry-go-round. 
Fur Coat 
Is It 
Insured? 
Representing 
Traveler's of 
Hartford 
Aetna Fire 
McDOWELL 
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENCY 
319 Main Stn-et Phone 51 or 287 
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To widen the eyes of the younger set, try tucking 
a large size candy cane in the center of a bow or 
attach cardboard runners to a package to make it 
resemble a sleigh. 
·A mesh red Christmas stocking can be used to keep 
small gifts from getting lost under the tree. Gifts may 
be put in the toe and the stockings filled with green-
ery. 
To really express your best wishes, a gold painted 
wish bone can add a novel touch to a gift. 
An unusual texture in Christmas wrapping is 
crisp golden strands of straw. Rays from a golden 
star on dark blue paper can be made from strands 
of straw. 
Give your package a fairy touch by the use of "glit-
ter" a glittering, sand-like material. It comes in red, 
green, blue, gold or silver at art or gift shops. It may 
be used on the ribbons or directly on the package. 
The parts to be decorated are lightry touched with 
mucilage, glitter sprinkled on generously, and the 
excess shaken off. Another way of getting glitter on 
your package is to attach small Christmas bells to 
the ends of the tying ribbons. Remove the cotter pin 
from the ball, push one end of the pin through the 
edge of the ribbon, and then replace both ends in 
the ball. 
A scene may be pictured on your package by cut-
ting out what ever shapes you wish and pasting to a 
box, then wrap with one thickness of white or colored 
tissue paper. Your scene will show through without 
that "cut out and pasted" look. 
Just remember as you are wrapping your Christmas 
gifts this year, that any gift means only as much as 
the thought behind it, so give your package person-
ality. 
Solve your Christmas list 
worries with record pres-
ents from our complete 
, line of popular and classi-
;:. cal discs, also record 
/ players, radios. 
AMES 
HARDWARE 
AND MUSIC 
105 WELCH 
A Gift That Pleases is a Gift 
From Wolf's 
• Lingerie • Hosiery 
• Robes • Handbags 
• Blouses • Jewelry 
• Sweaters • Gloves 
• Skirts • Perfume 
• Jackets • Scarfs 
• Slacks • Handkerchiefs 
• Compacts 
Des Moines, Iowa Wolf~s 
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It's at F ASTCO'S 
FOR YOUR FAMILY 
"MOM" 
Toiletries: 
"POP" 
Billfolds 
Pipes 
"SIS" 
Nylon 
Tales 
"HIM" 
Electric Razors 
Lighters 
"KIDS" 
Irons 
H eating P ads 
Coty 
Dorothy Perkins 
Old Spice Seaforth 
Shave Sets 
Mr. Bartender Supplies 
Musical P owder Box 
Card Games 
Cologn es 
Luggage 
Tricycles 
Dolls Games Tea Sets 
Puzzles Wagons 
Golden Books 
Children's Records 
fASTCO 7JRii6 
DOWNTOWN AMES 
' 
tnake it a 
by Barbara Short 
T echnical journalism j unior 
FOR you who leave your Christmas shopping until 
the holiday vacation, records are the answer to 
your "What shall I give?" questions. 
Christmas records are at the top of the list this year, 
as always. Of permanent value, the RCA Victor 
Chorale of Women's Voices, conducted by Robert 
Shaw, present "Christmas Hymns and Carols."* Be-
sides more familiar songs, includ ing "Joy to the 
World," "It Came Upon a Midnight Clear," "Silent 
Night, "The First Noel," and "Oh Little Town of 
Bethlehem," the chorale sings "Coventry Carol," "I 
Wonder as I Wander," "Bring a Torch, J eanette, 
Isabella," "Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming," and "Go 
Tell It on the Mountain." 
Bing Crosby's popular album, "Christmas Greet-
ings," is again among the multitude of yuletide carol 
collections. Particularly recommended are Rutgers 
University Glee Club's rendition of "Christmas 
Music;" "Festival of Carols" by the Westminster 
Abbey Choir; Canterbury Choir's "Christmas H ymns 
and Carols;" and "German Christmas Songs" by Wil-
helm Strienz. 
"Dickens Christmas Carol" 
Young and old enjoy Lionel Barrymore's famous 
reading of "Dicken 's Christmas Carol," as well as Fred 
Waring's Christmas music. His Pennsylvanians sing 
"Story of Christmas," and Waring's arrangement of 
Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker Suite." The Philadelphia 
Orchestra, directed by Eugene Ormandy, has recorded 
the "Nutcracker Suite"* for those preferring Tchai-
kovsky's own interpretation. 
H eard every Christmas by ISC students, Handel's 
"Messiah"* is a wonderful gift. The Huddersfield 
Choral Society's clear English voices offer a beautifully 
sincere treatment. Along the same line is Bach's 
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record 
christmas 
"Christmas Oratorio," by the Stuttgart Choral Society 
and Orchestra. This series of six cantatas, which Bach 
wrote for the Lutlieran church's six festivals during 
the Christmas season, is deeply religious music sung 
in German. Anyone enjoying the "Messiah" will like 
Bach's composition just as well. 
There is plenty to fill little angels' pint-sized stock-
ing. We remind you of Fred Waring's "Twas the 
Night Before Christmas," and Prokofiev's "Peter and 
the Wolf," played by Leopold Stokowski and his 
Symphony Orchestra, narrated by Basil Rathbone. 
Loretta Young tells the story of the "Littlest Angel," 
and Bing Crosby contributes "The Small One" a 
story of the donkey that carried Mary to Bethlehem. 
For older children, Herbert Marshall tells the touch-
ing story of the "Snow Goose." 
"Grand Canyon Suite" 
For easy listening you can't top Grofe's "Grand 
Canyon Suite,"* played by Toscanini and the NBC 
Symphony. As bright and gay as a Christmas tree are 
Prince Igor's "Polovitsian Dances," played by Stokow-
ski and his Symphony Orchestra. Fall's "El Amor,"* 
is on the back side. 
1950 has been a Bach year, and not just in name. 
You'd be surprised at the increase in sales of Bach's 
music. A majority of well-known conductors list the 
"Brandenburg Concerto No. I, in F,"* among their 
five favorite scores. Serge Koussevitsky directs the Bos-
ton Symphony Orchestra playing No. I and also the 
"Brandenburg Concerto No. 6, in B-Flat," which is on 
the back of one long-play disc. Equally fine are "Air 
for G Strine-," the well-known "Ave Maria," and 
"fesu, Toy o'f Man's Desiring,"* the chorale-prelude 
from "Cantata No. 147." 
"\!\That could be a more perfect gift for a native 
Iowan than Dvorak's "Symphony No. 5 in E Minor"* 
(The New "\1\Torld), written by the shores of Iowa's 
own Turkey River. · 
* This music is available on records in the Carnegie 
Music Room, Memorial Union. If you're not famil iar 
with these discs or just like to listen, drop in. The 
room is open every day except Saturday, from 4 p.m. 
until 6 p.m. and from 7 to 9 p.m. You'll find an 
operator glad to play any record for your request. 
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REVEAL ... 
all the beauty of 
your diamond in 
the new modem 
Crownett Setting. 
See and Compare 
Frank T. ·Talbert 
JEWELER 
For evening appointment Call 820 
So mllfU/ places to UJetzr these 
MID-HI SPORTS 
as seen in SEVENTEEN 
Mid-hi wedges so neat with your tailored dresses, 
separates ... so smart in smooth polished leather. 
So soft ... with unboxed toes and backs for supplest 
comfort! Brown, Red Honey Tan. 
BROWN'S SHOE . FIT CO. 
317 MAIN STREET, AMES 
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"Th A I H II e mer1can orne 
The Safeguard of American Liberties 
• Are you getting a 
good return on your 
savings? 
• This association in-
vests its members' 
savings in first mort-
gages only in Polk 
County, Iowa. 
• Current rate is 3%% 
DES MOINES BUILDING-LOAN 
AND SAVINGS ASSOCIATION 
Elmer E. Miller, Pres. & Sec. 
Hubert E . James, Vice Pres. 
210-6th Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 
"THE OLDEST IN DES MOINES" 
What's Afoot? 
(Continued from page 4) 
you'll wear to firesides and Sunday suppers. Capezios 
are the prized shoes which grew from a Broadway 
slipper to an offstage hit. 
Through "Brigadoon," "Oklahoma," "High But-
ton Shoes" and "Allegro" come these "Alice in Won-
derland" shoes with the dainty ballet-inspired body 
but substantial heel and sole. Heels range from the 
% to 2¥2 inches. Most of them are low, scooped kid 
varieties which come in "golden fleece," black, green 
and navy, while shell scoop suede numbers come 
in every wonderful winter color you'll need. These 
are featured with single straps or with none at all. 
One of these Capezios has a low square cut scoop 
and a ghillie tie (criss cross lace and around your 
ankle). What a boon to the taller girls and those 
who want to mini~ize what they insist are their 
"gunboats." 
You'll be set for the snow wheu you have a pair 
of "plaid 'n leather" fleece lined stadium boots. 
But perhaps you'll choose the new black velveteen 
ones. These are not the dressy velveteen boots of 
past years but regular lined stadium boots, trimmed 
with a soft fur cuff to be worn every day over flats 
and wedgies. For you who like a lighter boot, you'll 
be delighted with what Vicky calls "Santa Claus 
boots." They are cut off neatly a little above the 
ankle and are perfectly plain. Their charm lies in 
the fact that they look exactly like bright, shiny red 
patent leather, yet are wonderful 100 per cent rub-
ber. 
for another bracelet in 
her jewelry box or clip 
for his stud case so 
solve your shoppin~ 
problems with our new 
Christmas stock .. 
GIFTS FROM 
Name jewelers . .. 
Kramer rhinestones 
Trifari tailored and formal jewelry 
Elgin American compacts 
Beau Brummel and Swank 
Men's Jewelry ... Ronson lighters 
2420 Lincoln Way Phone 2940-W 
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Something new in the opera pump is the "one 
tone spectator." It's smartly tailored and its main 
feature, which should be popular, is the extended 
sole and the white stitching around the sole. There 
are winter "specs" this year, too. They are truly 
clever with navy plaid with navy kid toes and heels 
or beige plaid with copper leather toes and heels. 
Gay as Scotch bagpipes are the adorable clan plaid 
shoes which are hard to resist. They are styled prim-
arily in shell flats, but several styles have wedges and 
one is made with a high heel. Vicky even saw one 
spoon bill sportster in this bright plaid ... and bags 
to match! 
You've seen the cotton simulated plush leopard 
skin in accessories and skirts - now you'll find casual 
flats to match. But the very latest and loveliest of 
all shoe materials is pony skin, a beautiful and downy 
brown and white flat fur. These casuals have copper 
toned trim, some with side ties and some without. 
You'll go dancing in one of quite a variety of eve-
ning slippers. The classic sandal with the modified 
wedge heel and sole in gold or silver kid is ever 
popular. One of the slippers which delighted Vicky 
was a high wedge shoe made of brocaded lace. Gold 
leaf is hammered into the eyelets of the lace and the 
shoes can be tinted any hue. The exposed lace then 
takes the tint, while the gold leaf remains unchanged. 
Thus you have the effect of Queen Anne's lace. And 
wonder of wonders, these little slippers are reason-
ably priced. 
Yes, there are so many novelties and practical 
choices in the selection of shoes this year that you 
really ought to have a "hikers holiday" in the foot-
wear departments. 
The Fair's FABRICS 
. o' • 
i::: 
" ~· 
225 Main Street 
STAR IN 
Your Holiday 
Wardrobe 
These fabrics and our 
reliable Butterick Pat-
terns will give you the 
lead in the Christmas 
fashion parade. 
Slipper Satin 
1.59 yd. 
Taffeta-all colors 
.79 yd. 
Chiffon Velvet 
2.49 yd. 
Phone 100 
Don't Bother to go Out to Eat-Call the 
Chicken Dispatch 
Chicken, French Fries, Salad and Hot Rolls . . . . . . . 85c 
Hamburgers 
French Fries 
Malts 
June Nash, Owner 
402-Fifth Street 
DECEMBER, 1950 
20c 
5c 
30c 
Delivered Hot Anywhere in the 
City within 45 Minutes. 
Service Until Midnight on Saturday 
and Until 8:00 on Other Nights 
PHONE 3700 
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COTTON is still the nation's number one textile 
fiber, but its top position is being threatened by 
an upsurging parade of synthetics. The reason for 
the success of these new synthetic fibers is that they 
offer better combinations of properties not found in 
the "naturals." 
As one manufacturer put it, "for the first time man 
has gone back to the elements and has come up with 
a new fiber molecule instead of imitating tree, plant 
or worm sources of fibers." 
Rayon First 
In 1935 rayon made its debut as the first test tube 
fiber. Four years later nylon appeared on the scene, 
as remarkable then as it is today, for its toughness and 
resistance to abrasion. For use in hosiery and lingerie 
nylon has been unsurpassed. 
During the last 10 years, however, a newcomer, 
orion, made from atmospheric gases has come into 
the synthetic world. It is blessed with nylon's most 
desirable qualities plus being unusually resistant to 
moths, mildew, chemicals and sunlight. Orion's use 
as an outdoor material is almost limitless. Already 
sailboat manufacturers are producing orion sails and 
automobile makers are enthusiastic over orion con-
vertible top covers. 
Orion is wrinkle-resistant and shrink-proof. It also 
has the unique ability to look and feel like either silk 
or wool depending on its construction. Add up all 
these qualities, and orion's possibilities in the cloth-
ing and household textile industries are amazing. 
For instance, last April a heavy, creamy-white orion 
fabric was produced with the rich luster and feel of 
raw silk ideal for framing picture windows. In lighter 
weights orion may prove to be the richest yet sturdiest 
fabric known. 
The only difficulty encountered so far with orion 
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production has been with respect to dyeing. Because 
of its neutrality only pastel tints have been produced. 
This same problem was overcome with nylon. 
Carol McCready 
Textiles & Clothing Senior 
The most impor-
tant thing to remem-
ber about synthetics 
is that each fiber of-
fers a different com-
bination of proper-
ties. For instance, the 
new fiber, saran, be-
cause of its high ten-
sil strength and abra-
sion resistance is ex-
cellent for hard wea1 
items, such as upholstery andscreening. 
Another bright spot in the luxury fabric field is 
Fiber V. This new possibility is wrinkle and stretch-
resistant and has a higher resiliency than wool, mak-
ing it a "natural" for sheers, chiffons and organdies. 
According to official test, a Fiber V. garment after 50 
consecutive wearings is wrinkle-free and holds the 
identical press it did on the first day. 
There can even be combinations in fibers that are 
so new their use hasn't as yet been determined; chem-
strand and terylene are good examples. 
All imaginable sources of protein are being in-
vestigated and experimented with in order to pro-
duce new fibers. Azlon, derived from corn protein, 
has been a more promising development as has been 
Janitol from milk casein. Even chicken feathers and 
red blood cells are yielding fabric beauty and uses un-
fm·seen under science's probing research. 
Experimental Stage 
Most of these new fibers and their resulting fabrics 
are still in the experimental stage. Miracloth and 
plaracot, both washable, are spun rayon towel or wash-
cloth products with the look of heavy facial tissues. 
According to consumers their disadvantages are many, 
short durability and higher price being the most ob-
vious. 
·while synthetic fibers account for only l per cent of 
all textile uses now they will eventually occupy a 
prominent place in 100 per cent fabrics and blends. 
There is progress ahead for the textile industry - not 
only by newer fibers, but by the crushproofing, crease-
proofing, flameproofing and water repellent after-
treatments which chemistry has created. 
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Your Memorial Union 
WISHES YOU A 
Merry Christmas 
The warmth of the festive season is 
reflected in friendliness and hospitality 
at your 
MEMORIAL UNION 
)'Oilr college club 
There is no finer ham 
than Morrell! 
"Morrell Pride" on meats 
means just that ..•• 
John Morrell & Co. is proud 
of every meat product 
that carries its name. 
MORRELL E-Z-CUT HAM has 
been oven dry-baked to perfection, 
just as you would cook it yourself. 
The flavor's sealed in, 
the shrink's taken out. 
MORRELL PRIDE TENDER HAM, 
mild-cured, slow-smoked and sweet, 
is ready-to-cook to your own 
pet recipe. Yo.: can serve no finer 
ham than Morrell. 
JOHN MORRELL & CO. siNcE 1a27 1 Pork 
Qttumwa, Iowa • Sioux Falls, S.D. • Topeka, Kansas Beef Lamb Ham Bacon Sausage Canned Meats 
